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Give Yourself an ORCID: 
 






•  Gain a practical overview of the leading 
researcher profile systems and how to use them"
•  Gain a functional understanding of citation 
metrics and how they impact your public 
academic standing"
"
•  Evangelize your colleagues and students by 






Spend a few minutes reflecting on the state of your 
scholarship and research community"
The Problem..."
A scholar may be published under 

































Whosits and whatsits aplenty"
1.  Spend the next few minutes trying to find 
yourself or a colleague using Scopus"
"
2.  Evaluate the results to determine"
a.  Did you find the right person?"
b.  Are the publications results accurate or are 
there some questions?"
"
3.  Find that same person’s JMU Faculty Page 
or Google them for other results"
"
4.  Compare and contrast information found 
with Scopus vs JMU Faculty Page"
"
Need a few 
names for 
inspiration?"
•  College of Arts & Letters (CAL)!
–  Flage, Daniel (Philosophy & Religion)"
–  Davis, Jennifer (Sociology)"
•  College of Business (COB)!
–  Rosser, Barkley (Economics)"
•  College of Education (COE)!
–  Wishon, Phillip (Education)"
•  College of Health and Behavioral Studies (CHBS)!
–  Ludlow, Christy (CSD)"
•  College of Integrated Science & Engineering (CISE)!
–  Maslen, Eric (ISAT)"
•  College of Science & Math (CSM)!
–  Niculescu, Ioana M. (Physics)"
•  College of Visual & Performing Arts!
–  Katzman, Laura (Art History)"
"
– “Persistent digital identifier that distinguishes 
you from every other researcher”"
"




– “A solution to the author ambiguity problem 
within the scholarly research community”"
"
– Managed by same organization as Journal 








“It’s publish or perish, "
and he hasn’t published.”"
Traditional Metrics"
•  Impact factor "
– “it is a measure of the frequency with which 
the "average article" in a journal has been 
cited in a particular year or period”"
"
•  H-Index (Hirsch Index)"
– “The H-index measures the maximum 
number of papers N you have, all of which 
have at least N citations”"
– Ex: 3 papers with 3 citations= h-index 3"
Emerging, Alternative Metric 
(Altmetrics)"
"
– “open-source, web-based tool that helps 
researchers explore and share the diverse 
impacts of all their research products—from 
traditional ones like journal articles, to 




– Aggregates usage, captures, mentions, and 
citation data"
One researcher may have many 
profiles or identifiers…"
19 
(from an email signature block)"
Profiles:  Academia / Google Scholar / ISNI / Mendeley / 
MicrosoftAcademic / ORCID / ResearcherID / ResearchGate / 



















•  1146 citations by 701 
documents"




Web of Science (WoS)!
•  63 publications"
"
•  Cited 1629 times"
"




Why the different numbers?"
Scopus !!
•  5 book chapters not 
found"
"
•  Found 1 commentary 
article not on CV"
•  12 missing articles, 
mostly from the ‘80-’90s"
"
•  Articles published at other 
institutions (UMD, Duke) 
not linked"
•  Found 1 *newer* article 
than WoS and CV"
Web of Science (WoS)!
•  5 book chapters not 
found"
•  Found 1 commentary 
article not on CV"
•  2 missing articles from 
the ‘80-’90s"
•  Confused Bio vs Med 
School Dr. Harris at Duke"
"
"
•  Found 1 ACS conference 
proceeding not on CV"
Defining Article-Level Impact 
Harris, RN. (2013). ISME article"
•  2013 ISME article ="
     15 Mendeley Readers"
"
•  Top Disciplines"
–  Biological Sciences (93%)"
–  Medicine (7%)"
•  Top Demographics"
–  Ph.D. student 47%"
–  Student (Bachelor) 20%"
–  Student (Master) 13%"
•  Mentioned 7 times by 7 
sources"
"
•  1 Facebook User"
"
•  6 Tweeters with ~1667 
combined followers"
"
1.  Spend the next few minutes using Scopus to 
review the impact information of your previously 
researched author"
"
2.  What is their listed h-index?"
a. Based on this number, would you describe the work 
as impactful?"
3.  Look at the author’s most recent article to 
review Mendeley or Altmetric details"
a. What is the promotion or usage of this article?"
b. Who is reading it? Where are they sharing or storing?"
4.  For the future, what do you want to know about 
your scholarship and how it behaves online?"
Part of This World"
Thingamabobs? I Got 15!  


















•  Place to upload/download full-
text articles in the fields of 
physics, mathematics, computer 
science, quantitative biology, 
quantitative finance, statistics"
•  Limited author profiling 
capabilities"
•  Does not support citation 
indices"
•  Does not support collaborative 
networking"
ePrint Repositories"
•  They provide limited or complete 
access to your researcher profile 
data, such as:"
–  variant names you might be 
published under, "
–  institutional affiliation, "
–  contact information, "
–  research interests, "
–  educational history, "
–  funding/grants history, "
–  employment history, "
–  publication lists"
Researcher Profile Systems"
•  Generate citation metrics 
based on the scholarship to 
which each service has 
access "
–  (Scopus: Scopus) 
(ResearcherID: Web of Science)"
"
•  Indices include raw number of 
citations, h-index, i10-index"
Citation Indices"
Scholarly	  output impacts the reputation 
and ranking of the institution"
30 
•  Unique URLs"
•  “Stand-alone” identifiers for each author, 
creator, or corporate body"
•  Crowd-sourced"
"
•  ISNIs (International Standard Name 
Identifier) are created and maintained by 
subscribing publishers or knowledge 
institutions"
"
•  ORCIDs and ResearcherIDs are for the 
living; Scopus author profiles and ISNIs 
include the dead as well"
Identifier Management Systems"
•  Name authority files are created by the library 
science community"
•  Authority files may include: "
–  Variant forms of your name, "
–  Birth/death dates, "
–  Institutional affiliation"
•  Original Use: Library Catalogs"
•  Current use: Google, Microsoft, Amazon, Wikipedia/
Wikidata"
Name Authority Files"
•  Find like-minded researchers for 
conversation and collaboration 
(think eHarmony for researchers)"
•  None of these are full-fledged 
virtual research environments – 
rather, they support researcher 
discovery"
Collaborative Network Systems"
•  Support the upload and download of 
research publications in a way that is under 
the control of the individual researcher"
•  A note of caution: check your publisher 
contract/ license carefully before uploading 
documents you have published elsewhere – 
intellectual property/copyright issues are at 
stake!"
Document Management Systems"
•  Support publication metadata 
that is under the control of the 
individual researcher"
•  A place to mount and 
maintain the publication 
portion of your CV"
•  Support inclusion of non-
traditional scholarly works, 
like datasets or dance 
performances"
Citation Management Systems"
•  Better known in Europe, a CRIS is capable of pulling 
together information from many sources, archiving it and 
making it web-accessible"
•  A CRIS could, depending on its configuration:"
–  generate a faculty web page"
–  manage your full-text resources, including their preservation in 
an institutional repository"
–  interact with other profiling services, like VIVO"
–  compile data for funding sources and school administrators"
–  extract data from the library catalog"
–  mashup selected internet resources"
–  manage your publisher contacts/contracts"
–  create annual faculty activity reports automatically"
–  wash the dishes, take out the garbage..."





•  Designed to facilitate rapid 
communication and personal likes/
dislikes, rather than formal 
publication metadata"
•  LinkedIn, with 200 million+ users, is 
widely used for maintaining 
professional contacts"
Social Networking Services"






Host + Track Pubs"
Full ePortfolio/CV"
In an information ecosphere "
defined by the assessment of "
scholarly output and accurate "










Ø Ensure that your presence in a professional 
network is correct"
Grant funder as stakeholder"
Ø  Track research outputs for grants"




Ø Collate intellectual output of their 
researchers"
Ø Measure their scholarly impact using 
bibliometric tools"
Ø Measure their success at obtaining 
funding"
Librarian as stakeholder"
Ø  Uniquely assign each researcher a persistent 
identifier if they do not have one already"
"
Ø   Associate metadata for a researcher’s output 
with the correct identifier"
"
Ø   Disambiguate researchers with similar names"
"
Ø   Merge entities that represent the same 
researcher and split entities that represent 
different researchers"
Identity management system "
as stakeholder"
Ø   Associate metadata for a researcher’s 
output with the correct identifier"
Ø   Disambiguate researchers with similar 
names"




Ø  Associate metadata for a researcher’s output with correct 
identifier"
Ø  Link a researcher’s multiple identities"
Ø  Collate intellectual output of each researcher"
Ø  Disambiguate researchers with similar names"
Ø  Affiliate a researcher with multiple departments, institutions, 
disciplines"
Ø  Track history of a researcher’s various affiliations over time"
Ø   Merge entities representing the same researcher & split entities 
representing different researchers"
It’s a very, very messy 

























































































(e.g.	  	  ScienceCV)	  











Deployed	  	  Profile	  
systems	  
How	  do	  correc=ons,	  
annota=ons,	  and	  
conflic=ng	  
asser=ons	  	  on	  
public	  profile	  
presenta=on	  
propagate	  back	  ?	  
CAP	  
How	  are	  differences	  in	  



















Our best recommendation for 
the savvy researcher:"
Ø  Create unique personal identifiers with robust metadata"
"
Ø   Create multiple researcher profiles, choosing judiciously"
Ø   Aggressively associate the metadata for your scholarly 
output with the correct identifier, reporting errors if you 
cannot correct the error yourself"
Ø  Keep those profiles up to date!"
"
Ø   Think like the machines – your public identity and 
scholarly output are at stake"
The idea of a unique personal 
identifier is nothing new… "
You already have a unique 
personal identifier! "
You already have a unique 
personal identifier! "
You already have a unique 
personal identifier! "
Unfortunately, it will neither help 
you disambiguate your publications 
nor find research collaborators."
These probably won’t help, either."
Create unique personal 
identifiers with robust metadata"
"
Create unique personal 
identifiers with robust metadata"
"
Ø  ORCID: Online Researcher and Contributor ID, an open-access registry for 
unique identifiers "
Ø Researchers self-register their name, biographical data, academic history, 
publications, and grant funding"
Ø ORCID currently supports citation imports from Australian National Data 
Service Registry, CrossRef, DataCite, Europe PubMed Central, 
ResearcherID, and Scopus"
Ø Researchers can synchronize their ISNI, CrossRef metadata, Scopus 
Author ID and ResearcherID profiles with an ORCID!
Create unique personal 
identifiers with robust metadata"
"
Ø  Harvard University Medical School has piloted a program to automatically 
assign ORCIDs to faculty in an opt-out scenario"
Ø Over 100 journal publishers including PLOS, Nature, and Elsevier are using 
ORCID as a way to make it easier for authors to manage their information in 
manuscript submission systems"
Ø Funders from the Wellcome Trust to the NIH now request that grantees use 
ORCID to manage information in their systems"
Ø At this point in time, ORCIDs hold the greatest promise for providing stable 
persistent identifiers with the widest adoption by the private and public sector"
Ø As of April 2, 2014, there are 630,831 ORCIDs"
Create unique personal 
identifiers with robust metadata"
"
Ø  ResearcherID: Maintained by Thomson Reuters, an open-access registry 
for unique identifiers and researcher profile networking "
Ø Researchers self-register their name, biographical data, link to their work 
citations in Web of Science, manually enter citations, and search for 
collaborators"
Ø The impact metrics generated by Web of Science are linked to a scholar’s 
ResearcherID!
"
Ø Researchers can synchronize their ORCID with a ResearcherID!
Ø Unlike ORCID, ResearcherID supports collaborative researcher networking"
Ø As of April 2, 2014, there are 230,000+ ResearcherIDs"
Publish a lot so that other agencies 






Create multiple researcher profiles 
for yourself using the services 
appropriate to your discipline"
Questions? Comments?!
Tricks of the Trade: Give 
Yourself a ResearcherID"
Ø  Point your browser to http://www.researcherid.com/"
Ø Press “Join Now It’s Free.”"
Ø Enter your name and email, select an option from the pull-down 
menu ” How did you hear about us?”  and click “Submit.”"
Ø A ResearcherID invitation will be sent to your email account.  
Open it."
Ø Fill out the registration web-form.  Click “Submit Registration.”"
Ø Create a password (write it down!) and login to your 
ResearcherID profile."
Tricks of the Trade: Give 
Yourself a ResearcherID"
Ø  Click the “Manage Profile” button at the top right"
Ø Enter the authoritative form of your name and whatever personal 
information you choose, and save the results by clicking “Submit 
Changes on Page.”"
Ø Click “Manage my Publications” and try “Update using Web of 
Science Core Collection.”  What’s missing?  See something that 
doesn’t belong to you?"
Ø The other way to populate your citations is to import them using 
the web version of Endnote, but beware: ResearcherID generates 
citation metrics ONLY for publication metadata in Web of Science."
Ø Finish populating your ResearcherID outside this workshop."
Tricks of the Trade: "
Give Yourself an ORCID"
Ø  Point your browser to http://orcid.org/"
Ø =>For Researchers=>Register for an ORCID 
ID!
Ø Enter your name, email and password in the 
form fields, then press “Register.”"
Ø Record your password and ORCID ID, which 
is the ORCID URL plus the trailing 16-digit 
number."
Tricks of the Trade: "
Give Yourself an ORCID"
"
Ø In the “Personal Information” field, add any other names you have 
published under.  "
"
Ø Keywords: Be certain to enter several descriptive keywords, preferably 
from a controlled vocabulary – the search engines will crawl them (think like 
the machines...)"
Ø Under Websites, enter your JMU faculty webpage and links to any 
authority file references and researcher profile network identifiers that you 
own."
Ø Under Other IDs, link to the ResearcherID you just created."
Ø We will not take the time here for you to fill out the Education, 
Employment and Funding sections, but you should do so at the earliest 
opportunity."
Tricks of the Trade: "
Give Yourself an ORCID"
 "
Ø In the Works section, you can synchronize your 
ORCID with your publications listed in ResearcherID, 
CrossRef, Scopus."
"
Ø Synchronize your ResearcherID with your ORCID (do 
it only once!)"
Ø Synchronize your ORCID with CrossRef.  Scroll 
through the hits – select the ones you have authored.  
This function works in both directions – the CrossRef 
DOI is added to your ORCID citation, and your ORCID 
identifier is added to your CrossRef metadata."
Tricks of the Trade: "
Give Yourself an ORCID"
 "
Ø If you already have one, synchronize your Scopus 
profile with your ORCID.  Do this only once."
Ø You can add publication metadata by hand to your 
ORCID profile: click “Add Work Manually.”"
Ø Complete your ORCID profile outside the 
workshop."
Ø Keep it up to date!"
Tricks of the Trade: Create a 
Google Scholar Citations Profile 
(or edit an existing one)" 
"
Ø Do a Google Scholar search on your publication 
name."
"
Ø If you have one, login in to your Google Scholar 
Profile using your Google gmail account and password."
Ø If you do not have a Google Scholar entry, navigate to 
Google Scholar=>Citations=>Setup."
Tricks of the Trade: Create a 
Google Scholar Citations Profile 
(or edit an existing one)""
"
Ø Sign in to your Google account or create one if you do not 
have one."
Ø Sign in to the Google Scholar Citations form."
Ø Once in the form, confirm the spelling of your publication 
name."
Ø Add keywords from a controlled vocabulary (“interests”)."
Ø Add your institutional affiliation, title and email."
Tricks of the Trade: Create a 
Google Scholar Citations Profile 
(or edit an existing one)""
"
Ø On the next page, you'll see groups of articles written 
by people with names similar to yours. "
Ø Click "Add all articles" next to each article group that 
is yours, or "See all articles" to add specific articles 
from that group. "
Ø If you don't see your articles in these groups, click 
"Search articles" to do a regular Google Scholar 
search, and then add your articles one at a time."
Tricks of the Trade: Create a 
Google Scholar Citations Profile 
(or edit an existing one)""
"
Ø See any citations that are not yours?  Duplicate entries? Missing stuff?"
Ø If a published work of yours cannot be located through a Google search, 
add it manually to your profile: ."
Ø Wrong entries: On the “Actions” pull-down menu, choose “Delete.”"
Ø Duplicate entries: On the “Actions” pull-down menu, choose “Merge” 
and select the citation that should survive."
Ø Missing entries: On the “Actions” pull-down menu, choose “Add.”"
Ø Complete your Google Scholar profile outside the workshop, and keep it 
up to date."
